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Randomized controlled trial (RCT) is considered as the gold
standard for evaluating intervention or health care. Compared with
an observational study, randomization is an effective method to
balance confounding factors between treatment groups and it can
eliminate the influence of confounding variables. When a research
investigator wants to design a clinical trial, the key consideration is
to know how many participants are to be added to the sample to
obtain significant results for the study. Even the most rigorously
executed study may fail to answer its research question if the sam-
ple size is too small. On the other hand, study with large samples
will be more difficult to carry out and it will not be cost effective.
The goal of sample size estimation is to calculate an appropriate
number of subjects for a given study design (1).
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In statistical hypothesis testing, the null hypothesis set out for a
particular significance test and it always occurs in conjunction
with an alternative hypothesis. The null hypothesis is set up to be
rejected, thus if we want to compare two interventions, the null

hypothesis will be Ąthere is no differenceąversus the alternative
hypothesis ofĄthere is a differenceą. However, not being able to
reject the null hypothesis does not mean that that it is true, it just
means that we do not have enough evidence to reject the null hy-
pothesis.
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In classical statistical terms, type I error is always associated
with the null hypothesis. From the probability theory prospective,
thereăs no such thing as Ąmy results are rightąbut ratherĄhow
much error I am committingą. The probability of committing a type
I error (rejecting the null hypothesis when it is actually true) is
called Į (alpha). For example, we predefined a statistical signifi-
cance level of Į =0.05, a positive P value equaled 0.03 was found
at the end of a completed two-arm trial. Two possibilities for this
significant difference can exist simultaneously (assuming that all
bias have been controlled). One reason is that a real difference ex-
ists between the two interventions and the other reason is that this
difference is by chance, but there is only 3% chance that this differ-
ence is just by chance. . Hence, if the p-value is more close to 0
then the chances of difference occurring due toĄchanceąare very
low. To be conservative, a two-sided test is usually conducted
compared to one-sided test, which requires smaller sample size.
The type I error is usually set at two sided 0.05, not all, but some
study design is exceptive.
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As null hypothesis is associated with type I error, the alternative
hypothesis is associated with type II error, when we are not able to
reject the null hypothesis. This is given by the power of the re-
search (1- type II error/ȕ ): the probability of rejecting the null hy-
pothesis when it is false. Conventionally, the power is set at 0.80,
for higher the power, the more sample is required.
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"#453"$5 To design clinical trials, efficiency, ethics, cost effectively, research duration and sample size calculations are the key things to remember.
This review highlights the statistical issues to estimate the sample size requirement. It elaborates the theory, methods and steps for the sam-
ple size calculation in randomized controlled trials. It also emphasizes that researchers should consider the study design first and then choose
appropriate sample size calculation method.
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Table 1 Hypothesis testing of different design

5� OFX USFBUNFOU� 4� TUBOEBSE USFBUNFOU� Р� DMJOJDBMMZ BENJTTJCMF NBSHJO PG OPO�JOGFSJPSJUZ�FRVJWBMFODF� TVQFSJPSJUZ� E� UIF FGGFDUJWFOFTT EJGGFSFODF CFUXFFO 5 BOE 4�
TE� UIF TUBOEBSE FSSPS PG E� ;� ; PCFZT TUBOEBSE OPSNBM EJTUSJCVUJPO�

design

non-inferiority
equivalence

statistical superiority
clinical superiority

null hypothesis

H0:T-S=-į
H10:T-S=-į
H20:T-S=į
H0:T-S=0
H0:T-S=į

test statistics

Z=(d+į )/sd
Z1=(d+į )/sd
Z2=(į -d)/sd
Z=d/sd
Z=(d-į )/sd

alternative hypothesis

Ha: T-S>-į
H1a: T-S>-į
H2a: T-S<į
Ha: T-S>0
Ha: T-S>į
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Parallel RCT design is most commonly used, which means all
participants are randomized to two (the most common) or more
arms of different interventions treated concurrently.

4VQFSJPSJUZ USJBMT

To verify that a new treatment is more effective than a standard
treatment from a statistical point of view or from a clinical point of
view, its corresponding null hypothesis is that: The new treatment
is not more efficacious than the control treatment by a statistical-
ly/clinically relevant amount. Based on the nature of relevant
amount, superiority design contains statistical superiority trials and
clinical superiority trials.

&RVJWBMFODF USJBMT

The objective of this design is to ascertain that the new treat-
ment and standard treatment are equally effective. The null hypoth-
esis of that is: Both two treatments differ by a clinically relevant
amount.

/PO�JOGFSJPSJUZ USJBMT

Non-inferiority trials are conducted to show that the new treat-
ment is as effective but need not superior when compared to the
standard treatment. The corresponding null hypothesis is: The new
treatment is inferior to the control treatment by a clinically relevant
amount.
One-sided test is performed in both superiority and non-inferior-

ity trials, and two-sided test is used in equivalence trials. The hy-
pothesis testing of different design is summarized in Table 1.
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Assuming RCT has two comparison groups and both groups
have the same size of subjects; sample size calculation depends on
the type of primary outcome measures.

1BSBNFUFS EFGJOJUJPOT

N=size per group; p=the response rate of standard treatment
group; p0= the response rate of new drug treatment group; zx= the
standard normal deviate for a one or two sided x; d= the real differ-
ence between two treatment effect; Т0= a clinically acceptable mar-
gin; S2= Polled standard deviation of both comparison groups.

%JDIPUPNPVT WBSJBCMF

For non-inferiority design, the formula is:

For equivalence design, the formula is:

For statistical superiority design, the formula is:

For clinical superiority design, the formula is:

$POUJOVPVT WBSJBCMF

For non-inferiority design, the formula is:

For equivalence design, the formula is:
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For statistical superiority design, the formula is:

For clinical superiority design, the formula is:

&YBNQMF �� $BMDVMBUJOH TBNQMF TJ[F XIFO PVUDPNF NFBTVSF JT
EJDIPUPNPVT WBSJBCMF�

1SPCMFN� 5IF SFTFBSDI RVFTUJPO JT XIFUIFS UIFSF JT B EJGGFSFODF JO
UIF FGGJDBDZ PG NJSUB[BQJOF 	OFX ESVH
 BOE TFSUSBMJOF 	TUBOEBSE
ESVH
 GPS UIF USFBUNFOU PG SFTJTUBOU EFQSFTTJPO JO ��XFFL USFBU
NFOU EVSBUJPO� "MM QBSBNFUFST XFSF BTTVNFE BT GPMMPXT� Q ������
Q�������ሂ������Ꭻ������ Р������ Р�������

Then:

&YBNQMF �� $BMDVMBUJOH TBNQMF TJ[F XIFO PVUDPNF NFBTVSF JT
DPOUJOVPVT WBSJBCMF�

1SPCMFN� 5IF SFTFBSDI RVFTUJPO JT XIFUIFS UIFSF JT B EJGGFSFODF JO
UIF FGGJDBDZ PG "$& ** BOUBHPOJTU 	OFX ESVH
 BOE "$& JOIJCJUPS
	TUBOEBSE ESVH
 GPS UIF USFBUNFOU PG QSJNBSZ IZQFSUFOTJPO� $IBOHF
PG TJUUJOH EJBTUPMJD CMPPE QSFTTVSF 	4%#1 NN)H
 JT UIF QSJNBSZ
NFBTVSFNFOU DPNQBSFE UP CBTFMJOF� "MM QBSBNFUFST XFSF BTTVNFE
BT GPMMPXT� NFBO DIBOHF PG 4%#1 JO OFX ESVH USFBUNFOU HSPVQ���
NN )H� NFBO DIBOHF PG 4%#1 JO TUBOEBSE USFBUNFOU HSPVQ ���
NN )H�ሂ������Ꭻ������ Р�� NN)H� Р��� NN )H� T��NN )H�

Then:
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Indeed, the steps for calculating sample size mirror the steps
required for designing a RCT. Firstly, the researcher should specify
the null and alternative hypotheses, along with the type I error rate
and the power (1- type II error rate). Secondly, the researcher can
gather the data of relevant parameters of interest but sometimes a
pilot study may be required. Thirdly, the sample size can be esti-
mated based on several reasonable parameters. In fact the key point
which readers need to know is about the choice of null and alterna-
tive hypothesis, which should be adjusted according the study ob-
jective. Some readers might encounter obstacle in the determina-
tion of non-inferiority/equivalence/superiority margin. This param-
eter has clinical significance, which should be cautiously deter-
mined and it must be reasonable. Sometimes, if į is too large,
several inefficacious drugs will appear in the market for they can
be judged as non-inferiority/equivalence; On the contrary, if į is
too small, some potential useful drugs will be neglected. In short,
the choosing of į is based on the explicit discussion of clinical ex-
perts and statisticians, not only depends on statisticiansăsugges-
tion. The other important thing to remember is that when į is de-
termined finally, it cannot be changed (7).

$PODMVTJPOT

This paper gives simple introduction of principals and methods
of sample size calculation. A researcher can calculate the sample
size given the types of design and measures of outcome mentioned
above. It also provides some knowledge on what information will
be needed when coming to consult a biostatistician for sample size
determination. If someone is interested in designing a non-inferior-
ity/equivalence/superiority RCT, a consultation from a biostatisti-
cian is recommended.
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